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Chapter 1651: Zhang Tie’s Questions 

 

For almost three hours, when the others became impatient, Zhang Tie and Ji Yuelan were engrossed in 

conversation. In the beginning, they chatted in normal tones. Later on, they chatted secretly using their 

battle qis. 

The others at present didn’t know what they were talking about; however, Ji Yuelan’s laughter every 

once a while made her eye-catching. 

During the past three hours, when Zhang Tie entered here for over 1 hour, another tall and tough earth 

immortal general had arrived. Plus Zhang Tie, there were 10 immortal generals in the room in total. 

Being different than other women that Zhang Tie had ever known, Ji Yuelan had a very special feature, 

namely being interested in chatting. She was very talkative. As long as she started a talk, her petite 

mouth would keep chattering like a machine gun for a few hours without repetition. Additionally, she 

would become more and more excited through talking. As a result, she would feel thirsty and breathless 

as her eyes turned watery and her face flushed. 

When he found those people in the room were watching him with awe-stricken even despised eyes, 

Zhang Tie pledged that he was not flirting with Ji Yuelan. Actually, not like other women, this female 

immortal general would make herself extremely thrilled only by chattering at her will as if Zhang Tie was 

flirting with her. 

Zhang Tie had heard about such a kind of self-pleasing woman before. Unimaginably, he could meet one 

in Motian Realm. It was like having a pillow when he felt like going to bed. 

Over 3 hours might only mean a nap or short time sit-up for others; however, Zhang Tie learned a lot 

from Ji Yuelan about immortal palace during this period of time and fixed his shortage about the 

information of immortal palace. Additionally, he knew the Motian Realm better. No matter what, the 

knowledge and experience of an immortal general about this world; especially about the class of 

immortal general could never be matched by commoners. 

As was beforementioned, in Motian Realm, as long as one promoted to a supreme immortal general, he 

or she would be qualified to found an immortal palace. The immortal palaces founded by supreme 

immortal generals were easily identified. Generally, each immortal palace would be distinctive due to its 

name; as long as there was no word “emperor” in the name of an immortal palace, the immortal palace 

must be founded by a supreme immortal general or a sage-level knight. 

Immortal palaces like Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was founded by an immortal emperor, the top 

power in Motian Realm. The widely accepted name of the top power was Dragon Emperor. 

Before Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was founded, the person was just a supreme immortal general 

called Ying Canglong instead of Dragon Emperor. In the beginning, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was 

called Canglong Immortal Palace. About 1,200 years ago, Ying Canglong promoted to an immortal 

emperor and shocked the entire Motian Realm. As a result, Cang Long Immortal Palace was renamed as 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 



Among humans in Motian Realm, there were three emperor-level immortal palaces, namely three top 

forces, respectively Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Force Emperor 

Immortal Palace. 

Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Force Emperor Immortal Palace were the most time-honored 

immortal palaces in Motian Realm with the greatest influences. Previously, Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace was also prosperous; however, since Dragon Emperor gradually didn’t show up in the public 900 

years ago, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace had been declining. As of now, Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace had become fat prey in the eyes of other forces. 

Emperor-level immortal palaces had very great influence. Although Motian Realm was not divided by 

countries, an emperor-level immortal palace was almost like a top country in population, number of 

cities, influence and battle force. To a certain degree, the immortal palace was a combination of sect 

and country. One immortal palace was as powerful as a country in the world where Zhang Tie came 

from. Those who could found immoral palaces deserved to be the idols of all the others and worshipped 

by hundreds of millions of people.  

In Motian Realm, besides being power center, the immortal palace was also similar to trade unison of 

knights which could only be accessible to immortal generals, staff inside immortal palaces or some 

major figures within the territory of immortal palaces. Commoners could only enter the immortal halls 

in cities, which were affiliated to immortal palaces. Immortal palaces were divided into different scales 

and classes. In this world, immortal palaces were as hierarchical as troops. 

Being similar to those clans in Taixia Country, all the clans in this world aimed to found their own 

immortal palaces one day. 

In this world, immortal palaces were scrambling for the population. As a result, the relationships 

between immortal palaces and between immortal palaces and those clans which had not found their 

immortal palaces were very complex. Some clans would join immortal palaces voluntarily and give 

concession to immortal palaces; they would develop their own strength with the protection of immortal 

palaces; hopefully, one of their clan members could promote to a supreme immortal general one day 

and found their own immortal palace. Some clans would cooperate with each other and form a regional 

alliance so as to compete with immortal palaces. 

It was very difficult to found an immortal palace. Additionally, immortal palaces would collapse at any 

time. The main reason for the collapse of immortal palaces was the death of its core figures such as a 

supreme immortal general or an immortal emperor... 

When Zhang Tie was told that even an immortal emperor would die, he was startled again. In Zhang 

Tie’s opinion, even sage-level knights in the world where he came from could barely die unless they 

didn’t feel like living any longer. In Yun Zhongzi’s words, a sage-level knight could at least escape 

successfully if he couldn’t defeat his enemy. How could immortal emperors in Motian Realm be killed? 

That was unimaginable... 

Zhang Tie finally couldn’t stand asking Ji Yuelan secretly using his battle qi. “Wait...Sister Lan, how could 

immortal emperor die? As the most powerful ones in Motian Realm, how could they die...” 



“Young brother, it appears that you could remember nothing for real; otherwise, how could you not 

know the death of rune emperor 300 years ago...” Ji Yuelan rolled her eyes to Zhang Tie. As for Ji Yuelan, 

besides the fact that Zhang Tie had forgotten about everything, his surprising look and serious 

expression was too cute. Therefore, she felt that this rare young man was very interesting. “300 years 

ago, there were four emperor-level immortal palaces among humans. Rune Emperor was also unrivaled 

in Motian Realm. Pitifully, Rune Emperor was always conceited. When he was in the dark valley, he was 

trapped by Tricky Demon Emperor and mired in the deity-killing formation of over 10,000 demon 

generals. Finally, although he killed thousands of demon generals, he was also shattered. In the few days 

after his death, the Rune Emperor Immortal Palace had perished and been divided by the other three 

immortal palaces. Of course, it was just an accident. Besides, in every 360 years, when the Mountain 

Ruins open, all the top humans and demons who were qualified to found immortal palaces would fight 

to death in the Mountain Ruins. Over tens of thousands of years, many immortal emperors and demon 

emperors had perished in the Mountain Ruins...” 

‘A formation of over 10,000 demon generals could kill an immortal emperor who’s higher than a sage-

level knight?’ 

Zhang Tie didn’t believe in it. Given his experience in fighting demons in Earth-elements Realm and at 

the bank of Weishui River, even a formation of 100,000 demon knights could barely trap a sage-level 

knight, not to mention an immortal emperor. This message challenged Zhang Tie’s common sense. In 

the world where he came from, the biggest role of the formation of knights was to deter and resist the 

opposite formation of knights. Such a formation could always shatter low-level knights; however, its role 

was very limited for powers above heavenly knight. At least Zhang Tie had not heard that any heavenly 

knight was killed by the opposite formation of knights in the three holy wars. How could a formation of 

immortal generals in Motian Realm easily kill an immortal emperor? 

‘Is the formation of immortal generals in Motian Realm different than the formation of knights in Taixia 

Country? As long as the formation is large enough, it would be able to kill an immortal emperor? And 

what’s the Mountain Ruins? How could it attract sage-level knights and immortal emperors to fight each 

other in every hundred years?’ 

Ji Yuelan’s introduction aroused more questions in Zhang Tie’s mind. The moment Zhang Tie wanted Ji 

Yuelan to continue her introduction, the door had been open. They finally saw the owner of this place 

after waiting for three hours. 

It was an old man in black long robe with dragon pattern and a woman in fiery outfit. 

Only after throwing a glance at them, Zhang Tie had known that the old man was a shadow knight while 

that woman was an earth knight. Of course, according to the standard of Motian Realm, the old man 

was a water immortal general while the woman was an earth immortal general. 

Watching them coming in, all the 10 people stood up and cupped their hands towards the old man with 

sincerity no matter how impatient they were. 

Chapter 1652: Recruitment Through a Bloody Pledge 

 

Zhang Tie also stood up with the others as he made a special hand rite like others. 



There were too many rites in Taixia Country, including crossing hands rite, cupping hands rite, palms 

rite, bowing rite, kowtowing rite, ect.. Each rite was further divided into many categories. Among them, 

kowtowing rite contained nine varieties, which was really remarkable but confusing. So many rites were 

the products of social development at this age. However, in Motian Realm, as humans and demons had 

been fighting for tens of thousands of years, the rites here were much simpler and classic like those in 

the military camps. In Motian Realm, commoners would cup their hands towards each other. They 

would lower their heads and cup their hands only when they saw dignified clan elders or supreme 

immortal generals or immortal emperors who could open immortal palaces. They would pray in 

immortal palaces or immortal halls. 

As for hand rites, people would cross their hands on their chest before pushing them upwards quickly, 

regardless of gender.  

When the old man and the woman entered, Zhang Tie could only abandon the questions for the time 

being. As he had just been to Motian Realm for a couple of days, he had not communicated with many 

people. Nor did he know Motian Realm well; especially the secrets and knowledge of immortal general 

in this world. No matter what, as long as he could settle down in this world, he would have enough time 

and opportunities to learn from people. 

Zhang Tie then recovered his composure. 

Not knowing whether it was just an illusion or not, Zhang Tie felt that the two people had glanced at him 

stealthily when they entered. 

“Sorry for being late, please have a seat...” the old man replied calmly with a hands rite, which meant 

that he was the host of this job fair. 

Those immortal generals in the room had long been impatient; especially the two immortal generals 

whom Zhang Tie met outside. The moment everyone took a seat, one of the two guys had opened his 

mouth. 

“It’s said that Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace is recruiting immortal generals, is it true?” 

“It’s true. Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace is indeed recruiting immortal generals. Besides the branch 

of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Heavenly Square City, all the Dragon Emperor Immortal Palaces 

above 3 scales across Motian Realm are recruiting immortal generals!” the old man said calmly. 

After hearing the old man’s response, the fierce immortal general instantly let out a sigh as he 

continued, “I wonder about the regulations and requirements and whether treatment varies with level, 

10 element crystals for each level higher?” 

“Each immortal general would have at least 10 element crystals monthly. If you make meritorious deeds 

or acquire major titles, you might get more!” the old man in black long robe with dragon pattern 

explained calmly. However, when the two fierce immortal generals’ eyes sparkled, the old man’s 

following words slightly changed their faces, “However, we’re recruiting immortal generals through 

bloody a pledge; instead of a contracted pledge...” 



Not only the two fierce generals, but even the other immortal generals in the room also looked pale 

after hearing the old man’s words. The two women beside Zhang Tie exchanged a glance with each 

other as they turned solemn at once. 

Zhang Tie was confused as he kept asking Ji Yuelan secretly using battle qi, “What’s a contracted pledge? 

What’s a bloody pledge?” 

Ji Yuelan had long treated Zhang Tie as an immortal general who had forgotten about everything. 

Therefore, after hearing Zhang Tie’s question, she told him secretly, “Contracted recruitment refers to 

signing a contract with immortal palace whose duration varies from one year to many years; at most 

dozen of years. After the contract is terminated, the employee would recover his or her freedom. It’s 

the most often pattern for recruiting immortal generals adopted by immortal palaces. As for recruitment 

through a bloody pledge, the immortal generals who join the immortal palace should make an immortal 

bloody pledge to serve the immortal palace faithfully. Unless they were hunted by the entire immortal 

palace due to betrayal, they could not be free any longer. Generally, most of the bloody pledges aim at 

recruiting immortal generals that immortal palaces cultivate since young or immortal generals of clans 

which have previously served immortal palaces. Few immortal generals are recruited from outside like 

this. You’d better watch out!” 

Zhang Tie understood it right away. The so-called contracted recruitment was equal to the recruitment 

of short-term staff or contracted staff; the so-called recruitment through a bloody pledge meant the 

business group was expanding its shareholders. The staff being recruited in the earlier pattern only 

served the business group for a limited period of time. By contrast, in the second pattern, employees 

were bound to the business group. If the business group could grow prosperous, it would be acceptable 

for real; however, if the business group was in the red, the employees would be trapped. Given the 

current situation facing Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, it might be more suitable to the latter kind. 

“Since Dragon Emperor has disappeared for over 900 years, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace is on the 

brink of collapse. However, it is still recruiting immortal generals through a bloody pledge at our risk. We 

two are not interested in it. Sorry about that. See you...” The two fierce immortal generals whom Zhang 

Tie met outside instantly stood up and left after exchanging a glance with each other. 

The tall and tough earth immortal general who came here in the end also shook his head as he said, 

“What a pity! I’m leaving my clan for cultivation. I have to return to the future. See you...” 

In the blink of an eye, 3 of the 10 people had left. 

The old man watched the three people depart quietly. 

“As Dragon Emperor had disappeared for so many years, why would Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

still recruit immortal generals through the bloody pledge? I wonder how would the elders in the 

immortal palace develop Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace instead of having us die together with them.” 

The calm man who used to keep his eyes closed finally opened his mouth. 

The old man took a look at that calm man with admiration as he answered in a low voice, “Although the 

Dragon Emperor is not here, it doesn’t mean that he has died. Perhaps, he would come back one day. 

Even if the Dragon Emperor has died, it doesn’t mean that Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would 



perish. As long as someone in Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace promotes to a supreme immortal 

general, he would heft the great banner of the immortal palace too!” 

“What if not?” the arrogant earth immortal general asked. 

“Within 100 years, if the Dragon Emperor doesn’t come back or nobody else in the immortal palace 

could heft the great banner of the immortal palace, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would perish 

itself. By then, you could leave freely...” the old man said as he glanced around the others at present, 

“Within 100 years, although you would sustain a bit more dangers, you would also gain bumper 

compensation. Although it appears that you’ve created a chance for Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, 

you’re actually creating a chance for yourselves too...” 

Chapter 1653: Joining Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

 

After hearing the old man’s words, Zhang Tie realized that this was the last effort of Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace after Dragon Emperor disappeared. Although Zhang Tie didn’t know about the 

treatment for immortal generals in other immortal palaces, he believed that the compensation of 10 

element crystals monthly was “high” in Motian Realm. They paid such high compensation because they 

were deeply convinced that a big figure in Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would promote to a sage-

level knight in 100 years. When Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was mired in dangers, they recruited a 

great handful of immortal generals so as to stabilize the foundation of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 

Even idiots could think through it. 

As all the immortal generals in the room were smart, they figured it out in the blink of an eye——

There’s no free lunch for real. The high compensation provided by Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

cannot be easily earned. 

“I could make a bloody pledge to join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. However, I need one year’s 

interval for free cultivation after serving Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace for a year. During the period 

of my private cultivation, I have the right to refuse any task dispatched by Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace!” 

The arrogant earth immortal general in the room opened his mouth. After hearing such a condition, 

Zhang Tie smacked his lips as he thought, ‘He wants high compensation and long holiday at the same 

time. One day work, one day rest. If Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace agreed with him, they would fail 

to manage other immortal generals well. However, without such high compensation, nobody would join 

it.’ 

“Are you a supreme immortal general?” the woman in fiery outfit beside the old man in black robe 

asked him. 

“I’m an earth immortal general!” 

“If so, let’s talk about it when you promote to a supreme immortal general. By then, we could meet 

even higher requirements!” the woman said straightforwardly and aggressively as she looked up at that 

guy in a picky look with an embarrassing smile, “Or, if you could defeat a water immortal general and 



bring back the head of a water demon general from the black realm, your conditions might be more 

convincing!” 

“You...” The arrogant earth immortal general instantly sprung up as he wanted to lose his temper. 

However, at the sight of that woman and the old man in black robe, he replied with a cold harrumph 

before leaving by slamming the door behind him. 

The old man in black robe didn’t stop him. 

In this world, there were always conceited people who would like to enjoy the treatment of protagonists 

wherever they were as if they were princes or princesses. That earth immortal general might be that 

kind of person or he wanted to raise his value after noticing the dilemma facing Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace. Unimaginably, he was despised. Zhang Tie felt that these people were rather pretty 

funny. Seriously, these immortal generals in Motian Realm were almost like those knights in Taixia 

Country. People’s nature remained unchanged no matter where they were. 

“After making a bloody pledge to join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, could we access to the Classics 

Palace and the Secret Palace of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace?” the calm man asked. n))0𝑣𝑒𝓛𝚋In 

“After making a bloody pledge to join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, you need to adapt to it for a 

decade. Ten years later, you would enjoy the corresponding resources with the earlier immortal 

generals according to your contribution to the immortal palace...” 

‘There’s a 10-year trial period?’ Zhang Tie was amazed. However, it sounded reasonable. No matter 

what, as fresh members, if they shared the same treatment with elder members right now, they would 

dissatisfy elder members for real. As a result, internal turmoil might be aroused in the Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace. It was definitely not what the powers of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would like 

to see. Therefore, they set one decade’s transition so that the fresh ones could grow elder and make 

contributions to the immortal palace. Later on, they would gradually be accepted by the elder members 

and enjoy the resources inside the immortal palace. 

“Ten years?” the calm man let out a long sigh as he shook his head, saying, “It’s too long. I, Jiang Zixu, 

only strive for each second...” 

After saying such words, the calm man left the room too. 

As a result, there were only 5 candidates left at that moment, respectively Zhang Tie, the two women 

beside him and the two brothers. 

During this process, Ji Yuelan might be communicating with that woman on her side secretly using battle 

qi. 

Not knowing why, besides the two brothers and the two women, even the old man in black robe and 

that woman in fiery outfit fixed their eyes on Zhang Tie at this moment. Since Zhang Tie remained silent, 

of course, he aroused the attention of all the others at present. 

Scratching his head, Zhang Tie put straightforwardly, “As I’ve got injured, I couldn’t remember my past. I 

want to join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. Do you agree?” 



“As long as you’re not a demon and you’re willing to serve, even if you got injured, you could also join 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. Additionally, after joining us, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would 

try to cure your disease too!” the old man in black robe told Zhang Tie with a faint, gentle smile. 

“Great, I’m in!” Zhang Tie replied quickly. 

Zhang Tie’s quick decision slightly shocked the old man and the woman. 

“Are you sure?” the old man asked Zhang Tie seriously. 

“Haha, you bet. I feel your condition is very normal and reasonable. Rights and obligations should be 

equal. If one wants to enjoy something, he should pay for it accordingly. Your condition is fair. 

Therefore, I accept it!” Zhang Tie said calmly as he shrugged. 

“Rights and obligations should be equal...” the old man considered this sentence with a slight frown as 

he nodded and said, “Not bad, it’s a nice and philosophical sentence! What’s your name...” 

“I’m Zhang Tie!” 

“Who else among you four would like to join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace?” the old man asked the 

remaining four. 

“We two are in!” Ji Yuelan answered as she revealed a brilliant smile at Zhang Tie. Meanwhile, the 

female immortal general beside her nodded. 

Previously, the two brothers were a bit hesitant. However, when they saw that the two women joined 

in, after exchanging a glance with each other, they hurriedly expressed, “Plus we two...” 

“Fine, now that you five would like to join in, you should settle down in the immortal palace first. A few 

days later, after this round of recruitment, you would hold a ceremony for making a bloody pledge with 

the other fresh immortal generals so as to join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace officially. As for now, 

we need to confirm that you’re not demons in disguise. After that, you could go back to your residence 

to get some rest...” 

Chapter 1654: Playing with Fire 

 

Within a few days, it was Zhang Tie’s second time to accept a blood test. The high frequency aroused 

him a doubt——Are there many shadow knights or disguised demons in this world? Otherwise, why are 

humans so anxious about defending disguised demons as if they are facing great enemies? 

The test method in the immortal palace was stricter than that in the airboat. In the airboat, they only 

pierced Zhang Tie’s finger for a blood test; however, in the immortal palace, besides piercing each finger 

of his two hands, they even pierced his two earlobes. 

It was that hot girl in fiery outfit who tested Zhang Tie’s blood. 

Although Zhang Tie accepted the test frankly, he still had a question as he asked Ji Yuelan secretly using 

battle qi, “Why do they have to test four places? Isn’t one place enough?” 



“Previously, it indeed worked only by piercing the objective’s finger; however, disguised demons above 

wind demon general could master blood changing secret method and have human blood stay in their 

body locations for a long term. Through this secret method, they could cheat the examiners. Previously, 

we didn’t know that disguised demons mastered such a secret method. As a result, many disguised 

demons mixed with humans and caused a great loss. Some immortal palaces were even destroyed. 

Therefore, for the sake of safety, everyone who would join the immortal palace should accept the blood 

test on three body parts!” 

“Why on three?” 

“Because it’s said that disguised demons could store human blood in more body parts as they enhance 

their levels. Therefore, it would be safer by testing three body parts!” 

Zhang Tie finally understood as he continued, “Are there many disguised demons?” 

“Erm, my naive young brother. Don’t you remember anything? All right, the number of disguised 

demons could even run a demon emperor palace. Among disguised demons, there’s a Tricky Demon 

Emperor who plays a myriad of vicious tricks. Over the past thousands of years, Tricky Demon Emperor 

alone has toppled many human immortal palaces. That’s terrifying...” 

After hearing Ji Yuelan’s words, Zhang Tie didn’t fear at all; conversely, he became thrilled. Licking his 

lips, Zhang Tie exclaimed inside, ‘Motherf*cker, previously I thought I couldn’t take the fruit of source of 

shadow demons anymore. It appears that I might have a chance to take such fruit in Motian Realm. I 

might even take some fruits of plunder.’ 

As for the secret disgusing method of shadow demons, Zhang Tie just took it as sh*t because his lotus 

flower eyes were especially for identifying this ability. 

The hot girl tested Zhang Tie’s blood very carefully. The old man in black robe gazed at Zhang Tie during 

the whole process. Not until the four body parts of Zhang Tie were all proved safe did the hot girl take a 

look at the old man in black robe as she slightly nodded. The old man then revealed a slight smile. 

In a short period of time, the five people had undergone the blood test. They all passed it. 

“I’m Huang Baimei, the head of the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Heavenly Square City. 

This is our general deacon Leng Manxue. On the fifth day of next month, we would hold a ceremony of 

making a bloody pledge in the immortal palace officially. Before then, you could live in the immortal 

palace and get acquainted with each other meanwhile. If you have any question, come for me or 

General Deacon Leng...” 

After saying these words, the old man had the hot girl lead the five freshmen and women to their 

residence in the immortal palace. 

Not until then did Zhang Tie know that hot girl was called Leng Manxue, the general deacon of this 

immortal palace. 

After leaving the room, General Deacon Leng took the five people to their residence as she kept 

introducing the immortal palace for them. 



“The basement of the immortal palace is the immortal prison. The floor above the immortal prison is 

warehouse; the floor above warehouse is the residence for guardians, historians and deacons. Your 

residence is on two flanks of the top floor. Our head lives in the Head’s Pavilion on the top of the 

immortal palace. As the grand justice, commander and driver have been dispatched to other branches, 

these jobs were in vacancy in our branch. I’m assuming these titles for the time being. When you join 

the immortal palace officially and your abilities are approved by the head, you would take your jobs 

accordingly...” 

“Driver?” Zhang Tie asked as he looked at Leng Manxue with a weird expression. 

“Yes, is there any problem?” 

“Haha, it’s fine; it’s fine!” Zhang Tie shook his head with a smile as he realized that the title driver in the 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace of Motian Realm was absolutely different than those drivers who were 

responsible for driving cars in Taixia Country; especially those “old drivers” in the pornographic stories in 

folk boites or teahouses or brothels. Therefore, he almost laughed out. 

Leng Manxue threw a deep glance at Zhang Tie. Closely after that, she said distantly, “There’s a senior 

recovery pool in the immortal palace. You could stay inside for a few days. It might cure your brain 

disease. If not, when there’s a chance, we will find a top doctor for you in the headquarter of Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace. 

“Haha, it’s fine; thank you, thank you!” Zhang Tie said hastily. 

“You seemed to not really care about your bygones?” Leng Manxue threw another glance at Zhang Tie 

as if she was studying him. 

“Whatever, I feel good now. It’s like having a fresh start. Although I couldn’t remember what happened, 

I feel much relaxed!” 

“You really think so?” 

“Motian Realm is like a river. Each of us is just a fish in the river. To wet the others using one’s saliva 

could never match forgetting each other in the river!” Zhang Tie said in a poetic way, which was actually 

a classic line which had been carried forward for thousands of years in Taixia Country. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s last words, except for Liu Meng and Liu Yong, all the three women fixed their 

eyes on Zhang Tie with amazed looks as they slowed down their pace in the split second. Ji Yuelan’s eyes 

were flickering while a brilliant light flashed across Jiang Ruoxin’s eyes. 

The line actually originated from Zhuangtzi, a Hua sage in ancient times, a great philosopher and man of 

letters. His classic words contained exceptional thoughts and human moods, which were enlightening 

and shocking even after thousands of years. 

Not knowing why, after hearing Zhang Tie’s words, Leng Manxue didn’t say anything; instead she was 

thinking about something. After taking them to their residence, Leng Manxue opened her mouth again. 

According to Leng Manxue, Zhang Tie knew that the Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Heavenly 

Square City had already recruited three immortal generals before today. Two of the three fresh 

employees were cultivating in their own rooms while the other one was executing a task outside. Today, 



the Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Heavenly Square City recruited 5 more immortal generals, the 

most over these days. 

“Each one of you would have a private room. Each room is installed with rune instruments for the sake 

of your safety. Therefore, you could cultivate inside your room without any concern. Additionally, you 

would have two free meals a day in the immortal palace, one breakfast and one lunch. If you have any 

questions, you could reach to the deacons here...” 

The five people’s rooms were close to each other in the same corridor. Zhang Tie’s room was in the 

corner. After taking him to his room and handing him a rune metal plate which served as the key, Leng 

Manxue left there directly. 

Watching Leng Manxue leaving, Zhang Tie played the metal plate for a few seconds. Just now, he had 

already seen Ji Yuelan open the door using the key. Therefore, he imitated her to insert the metal plate 

into the slot on the doorframe. With a “click” sound, the door was unlocked. Zhang Tie then drew out 

the metal plate and pushed open the door before walking in. 

Being very large and clean, this room covered over 100 square meters. It was matched with the whole 

set of furniture and beddings. From the windows, he could take a bird’s-eye view over the entire 

Heavenly Square City as the immortal palace was the highest building in this city. He could even see the 

cascading waterfall from the airborne snow mountain in the distance. 

After taking a look around this room using his lotus-flower eyes, Zhang Tie found the furnishings in this 

room were indeed safe and private as was told by Leng Manxue. He could cultivate in the cultivation 

room without any concern. 

‘It’s fixed?’ Zhang Tie heaved a deep sigh. 

There was an empty bookshelf in the room. Therefore, Zhang Tie felt pitiful as he lost a chance to 

quickly learn about Motian Realm. Right then, he heard knocks. 

Zhang Tie opened the door as he found it was Ji Yuelan and her female partner Jiang Ruoxin. 

“Young brother, it’s said that flying pulp in Heavenly Square City tastes good. As there’s no supper in the 

immortal palace, how about hanging out and eating some food...” Ji Yuelan said as passionately as 

before. As for Jiang Ruoxin, although she remained distant, her eyes contained more curiosity about 

Zhang Tie as if she didn’t oppose to take a walk with Zhang Tie outside.  

“It would be nice...” Zhang Tie nodded as he walked out of his room and closed the door. 

When they arrived at the door of Liu Meng, Liu Meng’s door suddenly opened while two heads were 

exposed. At the sight of Zhang Tie and the two girls, Liu Meng and Liu Yong uttered, “Erm, what a 

coincidence...you...you’re going out too?” 

“Yes, we’re going to hang out and eat some food. Would you like to come with us?” Zhang Tie asked 

with a smile; instead of revealing the awkward “coincidence” created by the two brothers. 

“Yes, yes...” the two brothers hurriedly answered. Closely after that, they walked out and smirked 

before leaving with Zhang Tie, Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin. 



Ji Yuelan didn’t know whether she should laugh or cry about the two brothers’ deed. As a result, she 

glared at Zhang Tie, not knowing whether he was really silly or not. By contrast, Jiang Ruoxin became 

more curious about Zhang Tie——just now, when Zhang Tie flirted with Ji Yuelan, he was like a 

handsome, romantic veteran; even Ji Yuelan couldn’t help being fascinated by him. Facing the two Liu 

brothers, he was so frank and generous. Very few men could do that. Besides, he was full of bizarre 

charisma, he could easily win the favor of a woman... 

“This man is very dangerous...” Jiang Ruoxin told Ji Yuelan secretly using his battle qi. 

“Hmm, do you want to scramble for this young man with me? If you want, I don’t mind sharing him with 

you...” Ji Yuelan answered with a joke. 

“This man is not young or innocent. I feel he’s different than any other men that you’ve met before. If 

you’re really fascinated by him, you might be fooled by him in the end. Hopefully, you don’t cry then...” 

“Impossible!” 

“Do you think you understand him?” 

“At least better than you do...” 

“If so, do you know his level?” 

After being silent for a second, Ji Yuelan replied, “He should be a fierce immortal general. Some 

immortal generals could cover their cultivation base through secret methods. It’s nothing strange at 

all...” 

“But I think he’s more than a fierce immortal general!” 

“Whatever, it’s better if he’s an earth immortal general. It’s fine as long as he’s not a disguised demon. 

Don’t you feel such a young man is charismatic? I would not say no even if he could fool me in the 

end...” 

“You’re playing with fire!” 

“Heh heh, I’m gonna burn him using my fingers...” 

Chapter 1655: Heavenly Square Building 

 

Despite being a bit stupid, Liu brothers were not boring. Although the two brothers admired Ji Yuelan 

and Jiang Ruoxin very much, the two girls didn’t have any feelings toward them at all. As a result, they 

kept a distance with the two brothers politely. On the street, watching the two brothers scratching their 

faces and wanting to flirt with the two beauties every once a while, Zhang Tie felt speechless about 

them. 

Even so, as they would soon join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace officially and become colleagues, Ji 

Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin didn’t make the two brothers embarrassed. As a result, the two brothers were 

pretty inspired as they grew more diligent towards the two beauties. This made Zhang Tie absolutely 

speechless. 



Affection between male and female couldn’t be realized without practice besides personal 

comprehension. Evidently, the Liu brothers lacked comprehension and practice. It was Zhang Tie’s first 

time to see such muddle-headed immortal generals. 

In Motian Realm, Heavenly Square City was a large city as it contained over 5 million population. 

Additionally, Heavenly Square City was a hub with advanced trade. After two days, at the beginning of 

the next month, traders from all directions would converge in Heavenly Square City. Therefore, it was 

pretty boisterous in Heavenly Square City recently. People from all walks of life could be seen here. It 

felt special when Zhang Tie wandered in the city and sensed the bizarre local customs. 

Through communication, Zhang Tie learned more about Motian Realm from the other four. When they 

passed by a store, Zhang Tie bought a complete map of Motian Realm. 

This map cost him the greater part of the crystal coins that Captain Shi gifted him. 

“Brother Zhang Tie, what did you buy this map for?” 

Watching Zhang Tie take out a map from the store, the Liu Brothers finally ended their description about 

their hardships in cultivation to Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin as they instantly shifted the topic to Zhang Tie 

as if they met their savior. 

“Haha, I feel empty in mind. I couldn’t remember anything; even where I am. Therefore, I bought a map 

to enrich my knowledge!” Zhang Tie said with a smile. The map looks to be made of leather. Even 

though it was put in a cylinder, it was also longer than 1 m. It would be a bit eye-catching in hand. 

Thankfully, there’s a string on it. Therefore, Zhang Tie carried it on back. 

Zhang Tie finally felt being inconvenient without space-teleportation equipment. Thankfully, space-

teleportation equipment was also available in Motian Realm periodically. In the first day and the 

fifteenth day of each month, the special contracting force created by this space structure would decline 

to zero, during which period, traders across the Motian Realm would attend the trade fair. The first day 

of each month was called a big fair while the fifteenth day of each month was called a small fair. Most of 

the businessmen carried portable space-teleportation equipment which contained the most 

commodities. Actually, commodities couldn’t be accessed to space-teleportation equipment except for 

the first day and the fifteenth day of each month. 

On the airboat of Captain Shi, Zhang Tie had known it. It meant that Zhang Tie could use Castle of Black 

Iron twice from the first day of next month although he couldn’t use it freely like before. Therefore, 

Zhang Tie warned himself to not fight his enemies except on the first day or the fifteenth day of a 

month. In the two days, even if he couldn’t defeat his enemies, he could still seek protection in Castle of 

Black Iron. If not, he might not return to Castle of Black Iron at the critical moment, which meant a 

tragedy for him. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words, the Liu brothers instantly had a sense of superiority as they chested 

out. Liu Yong burst out laughing as he said, “We both have a good memory. As long as we’ve traveled 

somewhere, we would not forget its location. If Brother Zhang has any question about the map, just ask 

us. We’ve been to many places across Motian Realm. We’re definitely more effective than map, 

hahaha...” 



Watching the two brothers’ arrogant looks, Ji Yuelan rolled her eyes to them at once. Jiang Ruoxin 

directly turned around as she didn’t want to see them anymore. Whereas, Zhang Tie didn’t care about 

that; because he knew that the two brothers were just being straightforward instead of being a show-off 

or making him embarrassed. They just wanted to help him sincerely. However, they didn’t find Ji 

Yuelan’s response to them at all; instead, they kept telling Zhang Tie where they had been. Actually, 

neither of the two beauties were interested in the two brothers. Zhang Tie could only feel sorry for the 

two brothers inside. With such a low emotional quotient, it was more difficult for them to get beauties 

than promoting to immortal generals... 

After a while, the night gradually fell. Watching Zhang Tie listening to the hubbub of Liu brothers about 

their experience with a great interest, Ji Yuelan finally couldn’t stand throwing a glare at the two 

brothers before talking to Zhang Tie in a spoiled way with a smile, “I’m hungry, it might be the most 

famous Heavenly Square Building in Heavenly Square City in front of us. Flying pulp is their brand 

drink...” 

“Great, let’s go taste it!” Zhang Tie replied with a smile. Closely after that, he shook the remaining coins 

in his wallet, saying, “But I’ve not got enough money. I’m your guest!” 

“You’re all our guests, hahaha...” Liu Meng interrupted at once. 

“Hahaha, nice. I have no objection!” 

“Brother Zhang is very interesting, hahaha...” Liu Meng burst into laughter as he forcefully patted Zhang 

Tie’s shoulder after gaining Zhang Tie’s “quick support”.  

Heavenly Square Building was a 7-storey high pavilion. Before the night fell, the Heavenly Square 

Building had almost been full. When the five people arrived, there was already no vacancy. 

Coincidentally, a servant of a major clan in Heavenly Square City ran over there and noticed the boss 

that they had to cancel off the order as their master had something important to deal with tonight. The 

boss then asked Zhang Tie whether they would “choose” the private room on the 7th storey. Because 

the seven private rooms on the 7th storey were the most expensive in Heavenly Square Building, 

ordinary people couldn’t afford it. 

As immortal generals, of course, Liu brothers didn’t care about expenditure. Therefore, they instantly let 

the boss dispatch someone to lead them to the private room on the 7th storey. 

Soon after they entered the private room, the boss had run upstairs flurriedly, sweat all over his 

forehead, and he said, “Five guests, I’m so sorry; I’m so sorry. This private room has been ordered by 

someone...” 

“Someone? Aren’t we someone?” Zhang Tie said with a smile. 

“No...I don’t mean that...five guests, how about waiting for a second? I will arrange another private 

room for you after a while. You could enjoy 20 percent off and some brand dishes of this store. We’ve 

got some VIPs...” the boss explained with an embarrassed smile. 

“Pah...” Liu Meng slapped onto the table as he glared at the boss, “Break win...win...” He instantly 

stopped as he realized that it was not suitable to abuse people in front of two beauties. As a result, Liu 

Meng went berserk, “Do you think we couldn’t afford you or what? We will stay here today. We will not 



go anywhere else. Quick, bring us drinks and dishes. If you’re late, we brothers would demolish your 

sh*t store...” 

“Who’s so presumptuous? Who dare demolish our Heavenly Square Building?” a gloomy voice suddenly 

drifted from outside... 

Chapter 1656: The Reason 

 

At the same time, the door of the private room was pushed open from outside rudely while a youth at 

his 20’s swaggered in. With a foldable fan in his hand, he was followed in by some bodyguards. 

Elevated eye corners; a bit bluish black bags under eyes; abnormally white face; fickle footsteps. At the 

sight of him, Zhang Tie had known that he was indulged in liquor and sex. The four bodyguards behind 

the young man were all tough guys; however, they were at most LV 14. Therefore, the five people didn’t 

fear them even if 10,000 more bodyguards like them were at present. 

When the youth in brilliant garment entered the private room, his eyes instantly turned bright like two 

will-o’-the-wisps at the sight of Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin. He directly ignored Zhang Tie and Liu 

brothers. As Zhang Tie looked too young and was in very cheap clothes, he was like a trivial lackey. 

Although Liu brothers were immortal generals, they were more like hatchet men given their look due to 

a shortage of personalities of bosses.  

What was more, the youth was lower than LV 11. When Zhang Tie’s group was low-key, he couldn’t 

even find that they were immortal generals; instead, he only took them as commoners. How could a 

playboy like him respect such “commoners”? 

“Hahaha, I see two beauties. I see; I see...” the youth in brilliant garment said in a fickle tone as he 

opened his foldable fan in a handsome way with a sound “Shhua”. At the same time, he revealed a smile 

and told Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin, “Two girls, you look strange. I’ve not seen you in Heavenly Square 

City before. It must be your first time to Heavenly Square City.” 

Jiang Ruoxin didn’t speak; however, Ji Yuelan replied as she smiled like an innocent little white rabbit, 

“Yes, it’s our sisters’ first time to visit Heavenly Square City!” 

‘First time; sisters.’ The youth instantly seized the key information as he looked at Ji Yuelan greedily. 

After looking at her plump breasts, his throat moved as he felt a bit warm, continuing, “I think you have 

just got acquainted with the three men today?” 

“Yes!” Ji Yuelan answered as she blinked her eyes as if she had determined to cheat the youth to death. 

The youth in noble garment instantly revealed a generous look as he said, “As the big trade fair would 

kick off in two days in Heavenly Square City, people from all walks of life have been here. As a result, it’s 

a bit messy here. Since you’re new here, you’d better watch out when making friends. You’d better stay 

away from those ruffians and humble people in case of being trapped. Otherwise, you would regret. A 

few days ago, I took some patrollers to catch some liars in the streets and put them behind bars...” 

Weirdos existed everywhere, even in Motian Realm. Zhang Tie had not imagined that he could 

encounter such a weirdo soon after entering Heavenly Square City. After hearing this guy depreciating 



others, speaking highly of himself blatantly and threatening him and Liu brothers, Zhang Tie was not 

angry; instead, he waited for this guy to continue his performance. By contrast, Liu brothers had long 

been infuriated. If not Ji Yuelan interrupted them, the two brothers might have long stomped onto the 

youth’s face fiercely for dozens of times. 

“Aah, dude, you could take patrollers to catch ruffians on streets. May I know your identity...” Ji Yuelan 

asked with a “surprise” as her eyes sparkled. 

“Heavenly Square City previously belonged to Zi Clan. I’m Zi Gui!” The youth became more pleasant 

after being bewildered by Ji Yuelan’s performance. As a result, he squinted his eyes and exposed his 

identity at a stroke. Closely after that, he struck the iron while it was hot, “Ladies, given your good looks 

and qualities, you should make friends with people of the top class. After a while, I will invite some 

people here. They’re all top figures among immortal generals. If you agree to stay, I could introduce 

those immortal generals to you after a while...” 

“Doesn’t Heavenly Square City belong to Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace? Is there anything to do with 

Zi clan?” Zhang Tie instantly asked Jiang Ruoxin secretly using his battle qi soon after the youth finished 

his words. Because he was new here, he was still confused about the situation facing Heavenly Square 

City. 

“Heavenly Square City belonged to Zi clan previously. However, Zi clan sought for Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace’s protection over 300 years ago. As a result, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace could 

build immortal palaces and immortal halls in the city. The two parties cooperated with each other for 

their own needs...” Jiang Ruoxin explained it to Zhang Tie secretly as she tried to not laugh out. 

“Aah, dude, you even know top immortal generals? Don’t lie to me...” Ji Yuelan said with a curious look 

as she patted her plump breasts. 

“Haha, they’re immortal generals from Star Emperor Immortal Palace. Lady, if you stay here, you would 

see them soon!” the silly youth continued pleasantly. 

Zhang Tie finally understood that Zi Clan in Heavenly Square City had long prepared to seek for Star 

Emperor Immortal Palace’s protection. Therefore, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was recruiting 

immortal generals these days. 

“Does Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace know anything about Zi clan’s blatant deeds in Heavenly Square 

City? I’m afraid that the Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace have long known Zi clan’s plan. However, they 

just bore it. No matter what, Star Emperor Immortal Palace is too aggressive. Given Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace’s weak power, it might be exerting its utmost effort to avoid from contradictions with 

Star Emperor Immortal Palace. Perhaps, the powers of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace are thinking 

about stabilizing the current situation.” 

“The contradictions could barely be avoided. A few days ago, Biyao City the largest city where Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace’s branch was located in Sun Shooting Plains was merged by Star Emperor 

Immortal Palace. It’s said that Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace suffered casualties. Now, the immortal 

generals of Star Emperor Immortal Palace have arrived at Heavenly Square City and stay with a dude of 

Zi clan. Their purpose is clear to us all. Nevertheless, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace didn’t make any 

response to it.” 



Zhang Tie had known some laws when he was in the Seventh National Male Middle School in Blackhot 

City. In campus, as long as a male student was bullied, he should immediately fight back even risk 

bleeding in case of more troubles. ‘How come some big figures don’t understand it?’ Zhang Tie sighed 

for Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in his heart... 

Chapter 1657: Gotta Get a Drink Tonight 

 

“How great are immortal generals from Star Emperor Immortal Palace...” Ji Yuelan exclaimed. After that, 

she glanced at Zhang Tie and sighed, saying, “However, we’ve promised to hang out with this young 

brother tonight. If we stay here, this young brother would definitely not be happy. I’m so sorry. You’ve 

gotta get play yourselves...” 

The smile of the youth in noble garment froze at once. After saying so much, he thought he could coax Ji 

Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin; after making them drunk in the banquet at night, he would take the two 

beauties into his private mansion and sleep with them. He had not imagined that he could be so easily 

turned down by them. In fact, the two beauties didn’t even care about him at all. Therefore, he was very 

embarrassed. 

“You...” 

“You were talking alone. But I’ve not promised you anything!” Ji Yuelan said as she blinked her eyes. 

After that, she looked at the manager, urging, “Why are you still here? Quick, bring us drinks and dishes. 

As we came here first, you cannot order us to give way to you even if your boss is coming!” 

After hearing Ji Yuelan’s words, the youth in noble garment finally changed his face as he glared at Ji 

Yuelan before pointing at Zhang Tie and roaring, “Quick, drive these people out of here. Go fetch a team 

of street patrollers. I doubt these people are planning to do evil things in Heavenly Square City. The 

robbery of the warehouse in the WestCity district a few days ago might be related to these people. Take 

them down and put them behind bars. I gotta interrogate them...” 

After hearing the youth in noble garment, those hatchet men behind him instantly charged at them like 

hungry tigers and wolves. 

Liu Meng and Liu Yong had long been furious like a powder keg which was going to explode. When Ji 

Yuelan said, they tried not to lose their temper. However, when those b*stards charged at them by 

accusing them of robbers, the two brothers growled and finally rushed out. 

The battle came to an end almost in the blink of an eye, accompanied by bone fractures and miserable 

shrieks. 

Facing the big palms of Liu brothers, all the hatchet men were sent flying out of the private room like 

kitties being rammed by a running rhino. Before the youth called Zi Gui responded, his neck had been 

grasped by Liu Meng’s hand. Closely after that, he was thrown onto the ground. Before he uttered, Liu 

Meng had stomped onto his face, causing him to pass out at once. 

Liu Meng’s huge sole fully covered the youth’s face. When Liu Meng removed his feet, a huge and pitch-

dark footprint covered the youth’s face from his forehead to his jaw. The youth’s nose had become flat. 



Liu brothers were smart as they didn’t kill him; otherwise, Liu Meng had long broken the youth’s head 

by foot. 

“Pah...” Liu Meng spat his saliva onto Zi Gui’s body as he complained, “F*ck, this son of a b*tch really 

made this father angry...” After that, Liu Meng glared at the manager who had been petrified. Closely 

after that, he grasped the manager’s collar and urged, “What the f*ck are you doing here? Quick, bring 

us drinks and dishes. If you were too slow, we brothers would demolish your motherf*cking hotel today, 

along with your head...” 

After being thrown off, the manager hurriedly slipped out of the private room. However, the Liu 

brothers were still furious. After turning around and finding that Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin were 

watching them, Liu brothers hurriedly changed their faces. 

“Ahem ahem...we’re always as gentle as Brother Zhang. We aren’t rude in general...” Liu Meng 

explained as he whipped his hair and kicked the youth off to one corner of the private room like kicking 

dumps. At the same time, he rubbed his hands with a bashful smile. 

“Yes, yes. We rarely curse. We don’t always stomp others’ faces in daily life...” Liu Yong interrupted. 

“Yes, yes, these people’s faces are too fragile. You could easily break them by foot. After that, those 

disgusting contents would spray everywhere like a rotten watermelon. They even made my shoes dirty. 

It’s boring and disgusting to clean them. Take those bandits that we met last year as an instance, that...” 

 “Ahem...ahem...” 

After hearing Liu Yong’s coughs, Liu Meng stopped at once. 

Zhang Tie burst into laughter. The two brothers were really sweet. However, Liu Meng’s kick won Zhang 

Tie’s favor. Although the two brothers looked rude at that moment, they were still meticulous as they 

kept that guy as a living hostage. They were not fully muddle-headed. Zhang Tie then called the two 

brothers, “It’s over; come on, take a seat. The manager would definitely serve us drinks and dishes as 

fast as possible without playing any trick...” 

There were also noises and exclamations outside the private room as the two hatchet men being sent 

flying out of the private room aroused a bit of turmoil. Some diners in neighboring private rooms had 

recognized that the guardians being hurt were from Zi Clan in Heavenly Square City. After knowing that 

there might be big trouble here, they hurriedly left without even finishing their food. 

As for the manager, he had a servant report it to the relevant authority as he urged the waiter to serve 

their drinks and food. He wanted to stabilize Zhang Tie’s group for the time being. If they left now, the 

manager would assume responsibility for the casualties as he couldn’t prove his innocence anymore. 

“Erm...are we a bit...a bit excessive...” Jiang Ruoxin slightly frowned as he threw a glance at the youth in 

noble garment at the corner of the private room. Previously, Jiang Ruoxin just wanted to scare them off 

by presenting their identities. Unimaginably, Liu brothers made it worse except for killing them. 

Zhang Tie asked Jiang Ruoxin with a smile, “Haven’t you heard Zi Gui’s words? If we’re just commoners, 

we will not talk about the result facing three men of us, do you know your outcome? Try to imagine, our 

beauty Jiang is caught into the pitch-dark underground cell being tied to shackles. You couldn’t move or 

get any help. You just cry miserably. After being full, this playboy Zi Gui comes to the underground cell 



with a foul smell, where, he watches beauty Jiang with erotic eyes and orders all of his lackeys to leave 

out of there. He then changes his foldable fan into a leather whip. Feeling amorous inside, he 

approaches you and would like to interrogate you with an obscene smile...” 

“Gulu...” 

A strange sound was heard in the room. The Liu brothers were swallowing their saliva forcefully... 

“A dog’s mouth emits no ivory!” Jiang Ruoxin who used to be distant and calm finally threw a glare at 

Zhang Tie after hearing his words, face flushed. 

‘A dog’s mouth emits no ivory!’ Zhang Tie burst out laughing after being silent for a second when he 

heard such a familiar sentence in Motian Realm... 

Despite the sharp difference between this world and Taixia Country, the same human race using the 

same language would always make similar conclusions on their wisdom and experience no matter how 

two worlds developed. 

“What about me? If If you were that playboy and you caught me, how would you interrogate me?” Ji 

Yuelan asked Zhang Tie with a bit jealousy. Zhang Tie threw a glance at Ji Yuelan as he saw her watching 

him with a smile. 

“Ahem ahem, am I that kind of a person?” Zhang Tie answered with a serious look.  

“I feel you’re more evil than him!” Ji Yuelan urged in a mischievous and charming manner as she 

stretched out one leg and slightly rubbed Zhang Tie’s crus by it... 

“Your honors, here are the drinks and food...” The manager led some waiters to serve them food and 

drinks. When he entered the room, he glanced at the playboy of Zi clan lying at the corner of the room 

before hurriedly moving his eyes away. 

“The Flying Pulp is too less. Do you feel this grandpa is poor or what...” Liu Yong glared at the manager 

and slapped onto the table after noticing that small pot in the hand of the manager. The manager was 

so scared that he even quivered all over. 

“No, no, please enjoy it first. I will bring you big jars right away; right away; I promise you a drink; I 

promise you a drink...” the manager hurriedly explained with a smile. 

“Quick!” 

“Yes, sir; yes, sir...” 

After a short while, there were already over 30 jars of Flying Pulp in the room. It appeared that the 

manager had moved all the Flying Pulp to here. 

Flying Pulp was indeed a famous liquor in Heavenly Square City. The moment its lid was opened, the 

entire room had been filled with a rich fragrance. Although Zhang Tie was not obsessed with drinking, 

nor tasting liquors, after having a sip, Zhang Tie felt that it was utterly different than those famous 

liquors that he had drunk in Taixia Country or Waii Subcontinent. The rich aura in the liquor rushed to 

his scalp the moment he took it. It felt pretty special. It lived up to its name. 



“It seems that the manager would like to make us drunk, hahaha...” Liu Meng burst into laughter. 

“If so, they would not waste time fighting us. Stay clear-minded. We two females couldn’t drink as much 

as you!” Ji Yuelan said as she squinted her eyes. 

Jiang Ruoxin recovered her calm look once again. Even though the table was full of nice drinks, she 

didn’t even have a sip. According to Ji Yuelan, Jiang Ruoxin shouldn’t drink. However, Zhang Tie and Liu 

brothers didn’t mind it at all. 

“He said he’s inviting the immortal generals from Star Emperor Immortal Palace. I’m afraid that we 

might not be able to deal with them if too many of them came!” 

“Don’t worry. It’s Heavenly Square City, the territory of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. The 

powerhouses dispatched by Star Emperor Immortal Palace would not surpass water immortal generals. 

Imagine, if a wind immortal general suddenly appears in Heavenly Square City, would Head Huang stay 

calm in the immortal palace in the daytime?” 

Liu Yong then slapped the table, saying, “If there’s indeed a wind immortal general, we would cause 

chaos; I don’t believe that Head Huang would watch people from Star Emperor Immortal Palace create 

troubles inside the city ignoring his existence...” 

Watching the bright moon, Zhang Tie became poetic at once as it reminded him of the figures in the 

past. 

“When soldiers come, we tackle them using generals; when water comes, we cover it with soil. Don’t 

worry about that. Come on, cheer up. With liquor, we gotta get a drink tonight. Don’t break twigs alone 

when there’s no blossom...” Zhang Tie proposed a toast while his lines shocked the rest again. 

“That’s great! That’s great! Brother Zhang’s words always sound nice. Damn it, that’s awesome! We Liu 

brothers don’t admire anyone but you, Brother Zhang. Brother, don’t hide your talents in front of us. 

You gotta teach us so that we could also make poems freely...” Liu Yong screamed. 

“With liquor, we gotta get a drink tonight; don’t break twigs alone when there’s no blossom...” Ji Yuelan 

repeated it as she watched Zhang Tie in a more fascinated manner. Raising her glass, she proposed a 

toast, “Young brother, this sister propose a toast to you for your poetic lines!” 

Zhang Tie and Ji Yuelan then clinked their glasses before drinking it together. 

Liu brothers kicked up a fuss aside at a stroke. They opened the lids of three jars by patting their bodies 

as they urged, “One glass doesn’t work. We brothers gotta get one jar to show our respect to Brother 

Zhang!” 

“Alright, one jar!” Zhang Tie dropped off his glass as he picked a jar of Flying Pulp by one hand. After 

touching each other’s jar, the three people raised their heads and poured the entire jar of liquor into 

their mouths. 

After putting down the three empty jars, the three men exchanged a glance with each other before 

bursting into laughter in unison. 

As was imagined, before proposing a toast to each other for three rounds, the clatters of heavy 

footsteps of a large team had drifted into the private room. 



After a few seconds, a row of iron hooks being connected to ropes had been shot inside the door. 

Closely after that, the wooden door, the wall on the side of the door and the screen in the private room 

were pulled down from outside, revealing Zhang Tie’s group to the public. 

Seven men with star patterns on their collars were watching the five people who were drinking inside 

the private room distantly. Behind the seven men were two rows of street patrollers in Heavenly Square 

City. They all held weapons and surrounded the entire private room as if they were facing great 

enemies. 

At this moment, the boite had been in chaos while all the other diners had already checked out 

flurriedly. 

Watching the seven men outside, Liu brothers who were still drinking instantly stopped as they squinted 

their eyes. Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin exchanged a glance with each other with slight frowns. Given the 

faint qi from the seven men, the two women had known that two of them were earth immortal generals 

while the rest five were fierce immortal generals. The opponents were much more powerful than them. 

Chapter 1658: Start 

 

“After a short while, I will defend the two earth generals, you and three of them leave here first...” Jiang 

Ruoxin told Ji Yuelan secretly using her battle qi before taking a look at Zhang Tie. 

Zhang Tie’s performance shocked Jiang Ruoxin slightly because he was still drinking Flying Pulp frankly 

and calmly. Not only that, Zhang Tie appeared to have not seen the seven immortal generals in front of 

him; instead, he just played his glass with half-closed eyes. 

After glancing over the five people at the table, one earth immortal general among the seven people 

finally fixated onto Jiang Ruoxin as his eyes slightly contracted. He had not imagined that Jiang Ruoxin 

was an earth immortal general. They had received a message that the third young master of Zi clan 

broke out a quarrel with others when arranging banquet for them in Heavenly Square Building and was 

finally hurt by two immortal generals who were new in Heavenly Square City. After hearing it, the seven 

immortal generals realized that it was a chance for them to completely conquer Zi Clan by carrying 

forward their reputation and power in Heavenly Square City; therefore, they all came here aggressively; 

unimaginably, there was an earth immortal general among the five people. 

Like the young master of Zi clan who had been stomped and passed out, Zhang Tie didn’t arouse this 

person’s attraction due to his young age, coarse and cheap garments. Therefore, this person finally fixed 

his eyes on Jiang Ruoxin who looked most powerful among the five people. 

After taking a look aside, the other earth immortal general on his side had flashed out. Almost in one 

stride, that person had arrived at the corner and got the young master of Zi clan back to their side. The 

other immortal general on his side instantly took out a vial of a pill and fed one to the young master. 

Zhang Tie’s group didn’t move during this process; instead, they just watched it distantly. 

“Did you hurt the young master of Zi clan?” the earth immortal general asked coldly.  



“You bet! That motherf*cking young master is beaten by this grandpa, so what?” Liu Yong and Liu Meng 

instantly sprung up as they replied in unison, chesting out. They gazed at the seven people with red eyes 

like bulldogs, pushing a face. 

“Hmm, if you don’t want to be beaten, you two had better break your hands. The others gotta go with 

me!” the earth immortal general said coldly as if he had taken in control of everything. 

“Hahaha, you want me to break my own hands? It’s the best joke I’ve ever heard.” Liu Meng burst into 

laughter. Closely after that, he changed his face and gazed at that person, asking, “Why?” 

“Because of the relationship between Zi clan and Star Emperor Immortal Palace. Isn’t it enough?” 

“Star Emperor Immortal Palace? There’s no Star Emperor Immortal Palace in Heavenly Square City!” 

“Heh heh heh heh, there would be soon. You should know the outcome of offending Star Emperor 

Immortal Palace. You could not escape from the hunt of Star Emperor Immortal Palace no matter where 

you are!” the earth immortal general said mercilessly, causing Liu brothers, Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan to 

change their faces. 

After taking a pill, the young master of Zi clan slowly woke up. After touching his collapsed nose, he 

inhaled twice before springing up. Pointing at Liu brothers and Zhang Tie, he shouted, “You dare beat 

me? You dare beat me? Kill them; kill them; I want to break them into pieces...” 

“I’ve just kept your life, do you have such a poor memory?” Zhang Tie put down his glass as he stood up, 

swaggering; watching the young master of Zi clan who was shouting madly, he continued, “It seems that 

you have to die...” 

“Who are you?” The earth immortal general fixated onto Zhang Ti at once. 

Zhang Tie completely hid his qi as an immortal general. However, the moment he stood up, he had 

aroused the attention of the earth immortal general from Star Emperor Immortal Palace. Meanwhile, 

the earth immortal general felt his heart racing. 

Zhang Tie smiled, revealing snow-white teeth, saying, “It’s meaningless for you to know that!” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Dead men don’t need to know my name!” 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words, that earth immortal general instantly contracted his eyes as he flashed 

towards Zhang Tie’s group. Liu brothers, Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan had been intense. When they saw 

the opponent move, they moved too. However, one person moved faster than all of them. Before they 

left the table, Zhang Tie had appeared in front of that earth immortal general weirdly. Before the earth 

immortal general strode out the second step, Zhang Tie had already stepped onto his foot, causing him 

to fall on the ground from the air. 

That person changed his face as he released his battle qi and punched towards Zhang Tie’s head. 

Zhang Tie punched against his fist. 



The air across Heavenly Square Building was frozen in a split second. Closely after that, all the 

surrounding air gathered around Zhang Tie’s fist with his roar as if being exhausted by a wind tunnel. 

Zhang Tie’s punch was like a mountain collapse. It was also a kinetic strike. Even if Zhang Tie didn’t use a 

weapon, he could also realize a kinetic strike using his punch and body weight. Combining with his 

gnosis of fist skill, his punch became fiercer and more irresistible. 

Everyone at present changed their face. All the other six people from Star Emperor Immortal Palace 

launched a strike towards Zhang Tie at the same time. However, they were much slower than Zhang 

Tie... 

Zhang Tie’s punch collided with the earth immortal general’s punch in a split second. Like how a fine 

steel bar inserted into a piece of soya bean curd, Zhang Tie’s fist easily broke the entire fist of the 

opponent, then his forearm, arm, shoulder, protective battle qi and head in the end... 

With a sound “Puffft...”, the earth immortal general’s head was broken like a watermelon being struck 

by a 10,000-ton iron hammer. His brains sprayed out, some of which even fell onto the face of the young 

master of Zi clan who was shrieking insanely... 

Chapter 1659: A Fast Move 

 

Zhang Tie moved too fast. In a split second, he had broken the earth immortal general’s head before the 

other six immortal generals approached him... 

“Swords come...” 

Zhang Tie jumped into the air as he stretched out his arms with gleaming eyes, shouting as loudly as a 

rumble of thunder. Closely after his words, the long sword in the hand of one of the six opponents had 

rocked as it shot towards Zhang Tie under the dumbfounded look of the immortal general as fast as a 

lightning bolt like how a young swallow returned to its nest in the woods. 

Not until then did the six opponents’ sharp battle qi strikes approach Zhang Tie along with the 

counterattack of Jiang Ruoxin, Ji Yuelan and Liu brothers. Heavenly Square Building would soon become 

a battlefield of a brawl between immortal generals... 

However, all this was dissipated into a sudden sword light. 

In a split second, a sword light spread across the room on the 7th floor of Heavenly Square Building like 

a bright moon outside the window and a peacock fanning out its tail in a splash of colors. 

The moonlight was as tender as water while the entire 7th storey of Heavenly Square Building was 

immersed in the glowing moonlight. 

The six opponents’ strikes were held, rolled and shattered by the moonlight. When they revealed 

dumbfounded looks, the moonlight flew by the six people. At the same time, they jumped up, charged 

forward, attacked or defended, still or active... However, their movements became useless at this 

moment. 



The sword light rose and fell, expanded or contracted while the rising bright moon also disappeared in a 

split second as if it was an illusion. It just blew over like a wisp of wind... 

Jiang Ruoxin, Ji Yuelan and Liu brothers’ counterstrikes were also defused by the moonlight. 

Zhang Tie then landed on the ground lightly like a stick of feather. The agile gestures of the six immortal 

generals of Star Emperor Immortal Palace became frozen on the 7th floor in a split second with a fine, 

bloody sword trace as long as 3 cm on each one’s forehead. 

When Zhang Tie landed on the ground, all the six immortal generals fell to the ground and became 

quiet. 

Liu brothers, Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan were all petrified by Zhang Tie’s unrivaled, brilliant sword strike. 

Especially Liu brothers, who watched Zhang Tie with widely open mouths which could even contain a 

fist. Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan were also shocked. Watching the corpse of the earth immortal general 

whose head had been broken by Zhang Tie’s punch and the scarlet sword trace on the forehead of each 

of the six immortal generals from Star Emperor Immortal Palace, they felt having a dream. 

Zhang Tie’s terrifying strike couldn’t be sensed unless being involved in it. Besides blocking the four 

people’s counterstrikes easily, Zhang Tie’s strike also shattered the other six immortal opponents’ 

attack. It meant that Zhang Tie defused ten immortal general’s strikes at the same time before killing six 

of them. 

Why would the long sword of the immortal general from Star Emperor Immortal Palace fly towards 

Zhang Tie’s hand itself after Zhang Tie’s order? What the hell was the sword skill?  

The warm night breeze blew over Heavenly Square Building, causing aeolian bells hung over the window 

ring and swayed in the air, waking up the four people at a stroke. Watching Zhang Tie who was watching 

the long sword in his hand with a fascinating look, their hearts raced at once. 

Zhang Tie finally killed people in Motian Realm. At this moment, watching the blade as shiny as water in 

autumn, Zhang Tie let out a deep sigh inside, ‘I’m not killing people for revenge, love or human 

righteousness. It’s just a different stance. Publicly, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace and Star Emperor 

Immortal Palace were totally incompatible. Star Emperor Immortal Palace are drooling over Heavenly 

Square City and gotta harm me. Privately, if I want to return to Taixia Country, I gotta promote to an 

immortal emperor and win the respect and gather enough human resources as soon as possible.’ 

‘If I cultivate for 500 years step by step in Motian Realm, I might also promote to an immortal emperor; 

however, by then, the holy war in Taixia Country might have long come to an end. It’s even not known 

whether humans in that world still exist. Even if I could return to Taixia Country, I would get nothing else 

but regret! In the final analysis, as is told by Elder Muyuan——Retrospecting the 5,000 years’ history of 

Taixia Country, few people could be successful without fame!’ 

‘After slashing this sword, I gotta keep going and killing everyone in front of me, deities or demons; 

instead of boggling at difficulties.’ 

As the sword was connected to his heart, Zhang Tie’s strong will made the long sword ring itself while 

releasing and hiding sword light alternatively. 



At this moment, Zhang Tie heard the sound of “clatters...”. It was the young master of Zi clan with a 

footprint on his face whose teeth were quivering. Standing afar, he watched Zhang Tie like seeing a 

ghost as he quivered all over. He wanted to leave there; however, he couldn’t move at all. 

Zhang Tie stretched out his claw before sucking the young master to his front; despite the latter’s 

struggles and miserable shrieks. 

“Forgive me...forgive me...” the young master uttered as he kept struggling by waving his arms and 

kicking his feet. 

Zhang Tie put his palm on the head of the young master. After reading his memory for a few seconds, 

Zhang Tie broke the young master’s neck, causing his head to rotate 360 degrees over his neck. Closely 

after that, the young master showed the white of his eyes as he slumped to the ground softly. 

“Piss off!” Zhang Tie shouted at those street patrollers who had been soft all over and couldn’t even 

hold their weapons steadily. Not until then did the two rows of street patrollers wake up as they all 

dropped their weapons and scrambled downstairs, crying miserably. They even regret having two legs 

less. 

“The head of the branch of Star Emperor Immortal Palace is in the old mansion of Zi clan in Heavenly 

Square City; Zi clan has determined to sell Heavenly Square City to Star Emperor Immortal Palace and 

choose their new owner. They prepare to destroy the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in 

Heavenly Square City. Do you want to chop off the heads of the head of the branch of Star Emperor 

Immortal Palace and the owner of Zi clan in the old mansion of Zi clan? Let’s topple over the nest of 

those b*stards...” Zhang Tie carried the map as he asked Liu brothers who were still in shock. 

After a short shock, Liu brothers instantly grew spirited as they answered, “Great, let’s chop off the 

heads of those people right away!” 

“We’re gonna kill more people. This case has nothing to do with two beauties. Help yourself, 

hahahaha...” Zhang Tie laughed as he broke the window by a palm. Closely after that, he jumped out of 

the window on the 7th floor, closely followed by Liu brothers, leaving Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan alone in 

the entire 7th storey of Heavenly Square Building. In a split second, the two women lost their mind. 

They didn’t know whether they should go with Zhang Tie or return to the branch of Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace or just pretended that nothing had happened. No matter what, it was a big event for 

them to kill immortal generals of Star Emperor Immortal Palace... 

Before the two beauties made their decisions, Zhang Tie had flashed back through the window. 

“Hahaha, I almost forgot an important thing. I’m poor, and we shouldn’t waste money...” As Zhang Tie 

said, he ran to the front of those dead immortal generals under the dumbfounded look of the two 

beauties. He searched over the seven immortal generals and the young master of Zi clan as he got two 

space-teleportation finger rings and a weapon from the two earth immortal generals, and storage bags 

and wallets from the other six. After carrying them all, he looked fatter. 

Before leaving, Zhang Tie threw a wallet full of crystal coins onto the table as he told the two beauties, 

“You’re my guest!” 



After leaving the words, Zhang Tie jumped out of the window once again and rushed towards the old 

mansion of Zi clan. 

Since Zhang Tie started to launch a sword strike, Ji Yuelan had been watching him in shock. When Zhang 

Tie left them for the first time, Ji Yuelan didn’t move; when he left them for the second time, Ji Yuelan 

gritted her teeth. After taking a look at Jiang Ruoxin, she also jumped out of the window on the 7th 

storey silently, closely after Zhang Tie. 

Sniffing the bloody smell that was going to diffuse in the boite and watching the disordered corpses of 

those immortal generals and the young master outside the private room, Jiang Ruoxin let out a sigh as 

he followed Ji Yuelan out of the window too... 

... 

Due to the mysterious no-fly zone of Motian Realm, nobody below heavenly knight could fly with the 

help of chakras. Although Zhang Tie could fly as a divine dominator, he didn’t mean to expose his trump 

card at this moment; instead, Zhang Tie just stepped on the roofs of buildings in the downtown as fast 

as a lightning bolt together with Liu brothers. They strode hundreds of meters forward by each step 

towards the old mansion of Zi clan. 

The old mansion of Zi clan was in Zi Clan Castle in the downtown, which could be easily discovered; 

because it was the second highest building in Heavenly Square City after the building of the branch of 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 

Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin followed up too. Zhang Tie just responded with a silent smile... 

Their speed was definitely much faster than the news transmission speed from the manager of Heavenly 

Square Building. In a few minutes, they had arrived at Zi Clan Castle. Those people inside Zi Clan Castle 

still knew nothing about what happened in Heavenly Square Building. 

With a sound “boom...”, Liu brothers released their battle qi as two battle qi smokes rushed into the sky. 

Closely after that, they rammed against the gate of Zi Clan Castle like two locomotives, collapsing it 

instantly. Some guardians nearby the gate were pressed and hurt by the broken pieces of the gate as 

their miserable shrieks woke up everyone in the castle, arousing great chaos at a stroke... 

“Who dare break in Zi Clan Castle?” A furious sound drifted from the fortress. Closely after that, three 

people jumped out of the fortress, the garments of two of them were marked with Star Emperor 

Immortal Palace. 

“If any one of them dares to resist, kill them...” After leaving the order to Liu brothers, Zhang Tie rushed 

towards the three strangers at once while launching out his sword strike. 

A brilliant sword light swirled over Zi Clan Castle like a fiery dragon, causing the entire Zi Clan Castle dark 

and shocking the entire Heavenly Square City... 

Chapter 1660: Deputy Head 

 



When Huang Baimei the head of the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Heavenly Square City 

and Leng Manxue the general deacon arrived at Zi Clan Castle, the brilliant sword light over Zi Clan 

Castle had long disappeared. Everything in Zi Clan Castle had come to an end. 

The owner of Zi clan in Heavenly Square City, an earth immortal general and a water immortal general of 

Star Emperor Immortal Palace were widely opening their eyes, heads chopped off while being put on 

the square in a line tidily. Those heads were chopped off by Zhang Tie before flying off their shoulders 

and going down orderly. 

After beheading the three people, the entire Zi Clan Castle had lost its defensive power. All the 

guardians, servants and disciples of Zi Clan Castle who dared launch a counterattack had long been 

swept over by Liu brothers, leaving some women and kids hiding in their rooms who dared not utter any 

voice or burst into cry due to fear. 

The bright moon was hanging over the sky as round as a wheel. Standing on the roof of the highest 

building of Zi Clan Castle, Zhang Tie was overlooking the entire region. Behind Zhang Tie was a huge, 

bright moon. At this time, Zhang Tie felt pretty presumptuous yet being a bit lonely and desolate. 

The berserk sword qi over Zi Clan Castle, the battle qis reaching the sky and the over 100 m high virtual 

image of war beast of water immortal general growled as loudly as a thunder which had already sent the 

entire city into turmoil. Zhang Tie took a look around as he found that all the soldiers in the city had 

been gathered while over 10,000 soldiers were rushing out of their camp. Some immortal generals of 

the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace were also speeding up towards here. 

Right then, two shadows collapsed the roof of one house before landing in front of Zhang Tie heavily. 

The two brothers had got their weapons. Liu Yong was holding a broad ax while Liu Meng was holding a 

machete. The two weapons were both bloody. They must have killed a lot of people. With scarlet faces, 

the brothers looked like terrifying deities of death. Even Zhang Tie wondered how did they make it with 

protective battle qi; perhaps the brothers just liked this way. 

“That’s cool; motherf*cker. We’ve almost killed all those who dared defend. All the remaining ones have 

lost their ability to resist us. They are all underprivileged, hiding or crying inside their rooms...” Liu Meng 

said with strong killing intent as he wiped off the blood from his face. 

“What do we do now?” Liu Yong asked Zhang Tie straightforwardly after wiping off the blood from his 

face too. 

After watching Zhang Tie behead the immortal generals of Star Emperor Immortal Palace who had 

revealed their virtual images, Liu brothers had been admiring Zhang Tie pretty much, and totally 

considered him as their head. 

“Head Huang would arrive in a few minutes. Do you want to make a fortune? Do you want element 

crystals?” Zhang Tie asked the two people secretly using battle qi. 

The two brothers blinked their eyes and considered it for three seconds before nodding together 

confidently——even idiots would not refuse element crystals! As many as possible! 



Zhang Tie then told them secretly about the location of those fortunes and how could they get them 

using his battle qi. The two brothers were stunned for a second by Zhang Tie’s words. Closely after that, 

they jumped off the roof, rushed into Zi Clan Castle and disappeared. 

At this moment, Zhang Tie felt being gazed by two pairs of eyes. He turned around as he found that 

Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan were watching him after laying down the last faithful guard in Zi Clan Castle. 

Just now, when Liu brothers took action, Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan moved too. However, being 

different from the brothers, the two women were more like saving people than killing people. All the 

guards of Zi Clan Castle had lost their fighting ability due to wounds; instead of risking their lives. By 

contrast, Liu brothers just split every enemy they saw. If the two women didn’t join it, more people 

would have been killed in Zi Clan Castle. 

... 

A few minutes later, Huang Baimei and Leng Manxue arrived. The moment they entered the Castle, they 

had seen the three heads in a row at the square of Zi Clan Castle. Closely after that, Zhang Tie jumped 

off the roof and came to the front of them. 

“Head; general deacon!” 

“Why are you here? What happened?” Huang Baimei looked around with alert as if he was checking 

whether there were other powerhouses here. 

“Head, there’s no more powerhouse here. I’ve killed them all!” 

“You killed them all?” Huang Baimei and Leng Manxue quivered at once as they watched Zhang Tie with 

an unbelievable look. When they saw Zhang Tie just now, they thought Zhang Tie was new here after 

finding something wrong here. Unexpectedly, he was killing people here. 

“Right, I killed them all. Just now, we encountered a young master of Zi clan who was with immortal 

generals of Star Emperor Immortal Palace. They offended me and I killed the young master and seven 

immortal generals of Star Emperor Immortal Palace. Later on, I found Zi clan had already colluded with 

Star Emperor Immortal Palace. Therefore, I directly swept over Zi Clan Castle...” Zhang Tie said calmly. 

Then, he pointed at two of the three heads, saying, “The two people are immortal generals of Star 

Emperor Immortal Palace despite their identities are unknown...” 

Closely after Zhang Tie’s words, Liu brothers, Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan had arrived. 

The moment he arrived, Liu Yong had taken a secret glance at Zhang Tie which meant that they had 

already done it as was told by Zhang Tie. Zhang Tie then revealed a faint smile towards the Liu brothers. 

Previously, Huang Baimei and Leng Manxue were a bit skeptic when they heard Zhang Tie’s words; 

however, they instantly believed it after watching Liu brothers’ bloody looks all over their bodies. 

Huang Baimei looked at them, then the situation facing Zi Clan Castle. After a few seconds’ 

consideration, he squinted as he told Leng Manxue, “The Immortal Force Camp would arrive soon. 

When they arrive, they would block the entire Zi Clan Castle. Additionally, the entire Heavenly Square 

City would be in curfew. You gotta get back to the immortal palace with me...” 



After leaving his words, Huang Baimei flashed towards the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

in Heavenly Square City at once. After exchanging a glance with each other, Zhang Tie then followed 

Huang Baimei up, closely followed by the others. 

... 

Half an hour later, in a room of the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, Huang Baimei was 

inquiring Zhang Tie and the other four about the details of the accidents tonight. After that, he was in 

meditation on the chair with a frown, his eyes flickering. 

“I’m in charge of all the casualties of Star Emperor Immortal Palace tonight, including the death of the 

owner of Zi clan. Head, if you feel embarrassed about that and feel tricky dealing with Star Emperor 

Immortal Palace’s revenge, just push everything to me. No matter what, it was done by me. As I’ve not 

officially joined Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, these events have nothing to do with Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace; nor with Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan!” 

Given Huang Baimei’s expression, Zhang Tie knew what he was worried about. Therefore, Zhang Tie 

suggested voluntarily. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s attitude, Liu brothers, Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan fixated onto Zhang Tie with 

complex looks at the same time. 

“We were in the actions too!” Liu Yong said. 

“It was me who killed those people in Heavenly Square Building. As you didn’t fight the members of Star 

Emperor Immortal Palace directly, the members of Zi clan are the only ones who would avenge you; 

however, Zi clan has almost been exterminated. Additionally, you’re immortal generals of Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace and Zi clan is affiliated to Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. The events 

between you and Zi clan are actually internal affairs of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. It’s impossible 

for Star Emperor Immortal Palace to find you trouble for the sake of Zi clan!” Zhang Tie urged calmly, 

causing Liu brothers speechless. 

“I...” 

“Stop!” Huang Baimei finally raised his arm. After that, he watched Zhang Tie and suddenly asked, 

“You’re a...water immortal general?” 

“Yes, I’m a water immortal general!” 

Although they had long guessed Zhang Tie’s level, when Zhang Tie admitted it, Liu brothers, Jiang Ruoxin 

and Ji Yuelan were still shocked. Previously, they all thought that Zhang Tie was a fierce immortal 

general at such a young age. Although Jiang Ruoxin didn’t feel Zhang Tie was a fierce immortal general, 

she thought he was at most an earth immortal general. They had never imagined that Zhang Tie was a 

water immortal general. 

In even Motian Realm where the top existence was immortal emperor above sage-level knight, water 

immortal general was also unrivaled in one region. 

“You excel at using swords?” 



Zhang Tie answered with a smile, “Sword, spear, boxing, shield, heavy hammer and spike, I could use all 

of them very well!” 

Zhang Tie’s response made the audience shocked. His swordsmanship was so great! They all wondered 

about his skills in using other weapons. Even Liu brothers could see that Zhang Tie fought the three 

immortal generals of Zi clan and killed a water immortal general of Star Emperor Immortal Palace easily 

which indicated that Zhang Tie had not fully revealed his talent yet. 

“Do you even know memory-reading skill?” 

“Yup!” Zhang Tie admitted frankly. 

Watching Zhang Tie, Huang Baimei raised his eyebrows as his eyes turned bright, which made him more 

dignified. He then tossed an unimaginable question, “Do you still want to join Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace now?” 

“Dare Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace accept me as of now?” Zhang Tie asked. 

“We do!” Huang Baimei said decisively. 

“I do like to join as long as Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace dare accept me!” 

“Could you tell me why didn’t you choose other immortal palaces or forces? Given your ability, you 

might have a brighter future if you did that!” 

Blinking his eyes, Zhang Tie replied, “It’s God’s will...” 

Huang Baimei remained silent. After watching Zhang Tie for a few seconds, he suddenly took out a 1.5 

cm long transparent crystal tiny dragon made. It was so vivid and cute while its scales, mustache and 

horns could be clearly identified. Some bizarre runes were flickering inside the dragon, “Here’s the 

token for joining Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. As long as you drop a bit of your blood onto its head 

and write your name there using your blood, you would be with Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

forever as long as Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace exists. You would share reputation and humiliation 

with Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. If you betray Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, your cultivation 

base would be destroyed by your bloody pledge; you might even lose your life. Even if you could stay 

alive, you would not stay anywhere in Motian Realm...” 

After hearing his words, Zhang Tie looked at the tiny dragon for a short while. Closely after that, he 

pierced his finger and put two drops of blood onto the head of the tiny dragon before scribbling his 

name there——Zhang Tie. 

The moment he finished writing his name, Zhang Tie had felt a rune flying out of the tiny dragon’s 

mouth which then lurked into his forehead. It then disappeared and couldn’t be felt as if it had 

completely integrated with his own body. 

“You four could also join Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace now!” Huang Baimei told Liu brothers, Jiang 

Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan. 

The four people didn’t hesitate at all. Liu brothers then dropped their blood on the tiny dragon’s head 

and left their names after Zhang Tie, followed by Ji Yuelan and Jiang Ruoxin. After four names were left 

there, four odd runes shot into their foreheads at the same time. 



“I wonder why Zi clan still betrayed Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace now that this bloody pledge is so 

powerful?” 

“Bloody pledge only works for immortal generals. When Zi clan joined Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, 

they didn’t have a single immortal general. A few years ago, the owner of Zi clan promoted to an 

immortal general. However, he usually postponed in name of different excuses and failed to make a 

bloody pledge in the end. At that time, we’ve already known that Zi clan might betray us. However, as 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was facing troubles, we could only loosen our request on Zi clan!” 

Huang Baimei watched Zhang Tie as he added, “If you could promote to a supreme immortal knight, this 

bloody pledge would be invalid. By then, you could leave Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace and even 

found your own sect without the restraint of bloody pledge...” 

“I see...” Zhang Tie finally understood that bloody pledge only worked for knights below supreme 

immortal knights which were sage-level knights in Taixia Country. 

In Motian Realm, almost every immortal general knew this knowledge. Even so, nobody would suspect 

Zhang Tie any more in this case as they had been used to him. 

“From today on, you’re the deputy head of the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Heavenly 

Square City. You’re directly responsible for me. If I am absent, you will be in the chair of the branch of 

the immortal palace in Heavens Square City!” Huang Baimei told Zhang Tie. 

‘Deputy head?’ Zhang Tie nodded as he stroked his jaw. It was indeed out of his imagination that he 

could get this title. Previously, he thought about being a chief justice of this branch of Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace; unimaginably, he could be a deputy head. ‘It turns out that the manifestation of my 

power has taken effect today.’ Zhang Tie sighed with emotions inside. 

“I wonder about Star Emperor Immortal Palace’s response to my deed in Heavenly Square City?” Zhang 

Tie asked Huang Baimei. 

“Of course they would take revenge on us!” Huang Baimei replied as he took a glance at Zhang Tie with 

a sorrowful look, “I’m afraid that Star Emperor Immortal Palace would dispatch their powerhouses here 

soon after figuring out what happened in Heavenly Square City...” 

“What about Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace? How would Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace respond 

to them?” 

“Actually, before you came, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was ready to abandon Heavenly Square 

City...” Huang Baimei explained as he let out a long sigh, “After something happened in Heavenly Square 

City, of course, the headquarters of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would not send supporting unit 

here; instead, they would let us abandon Heavenly Square City in advance at most!” 

Zhang Tie felt slightly sad. According to Huang Baimei, he realized that Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

might face more serious issues than he could imagine... 

 


